Abstract: Picture sharing through social networks has become a prominent phenomenon, producing a large amount of data that law enforcers may be entitled to use, under the proper legal framework, as a source of information for investigating a crime. In this work, the authors exploit digital camera 'fingerprinting' based on noise residuals (sensor pattern noise or SPN) to achieve a novel forensic task, named picture-to-identity linking. It consists of finding social network accounts that possibly belong to the author of a certain photo (e.g. showing illegal content). The rationale is that the author of the offending photo has likely used the same camera for taking other (legal) pictures, and posted them in a social network account. The authors extend a previous work on the topic by coupling SPN with visual image similarity, a useful cue when pictures have been taken in the same environment (e.g. a room). The authors also improve the framework by allowing for multiple-image queries, and thoroughly evaluate the performance on two corpora of images from social network accounts, including the impact of image modifications. Reported results show a robust improvement with respect to the previous work, and prove the usefulness of picture-to-identity as an aid for digital forensic investigations.
Introduction
During the last years, we all have been witnesses of the growing role of digital imaging devices (digital cameras, smart-phones and tablets) in everyone's life, particularly when it comes to sharing personal photos with friends through the Internet using the so-called social networks (e.g. Facebook, Flickr and Google Plus). As a matter of fact, many people continuously leave digitalised visual 'traces' of their life and presence on the Internet.
Unfortunately, often this personal data can be easily accessed by others outside the network of friends/contacts, mostly because many social networks do not enforce privacy by default (i.e., one has to explicitly set access constraints in the account settings). However, under the proper legal framework law enforcers can be entitled to access these data when relevant for investigations.
'Digital image forensics' is the name given to the task of analysing digital images to draw forensic hints or evidence. Recent advances in this dynamic research field have shown that it is possible to 'fingerprint' a camera based on artefacts left by in an image by the acquisition pipeline [1] [2] [3] . One of such artefacts is the sensor pattern noise (SPN) , that is, the noise left by the sensor, which is because of unavoidable difference in photon response of each pixel element.
Satta and Stirparo [4] proposed a novel usage of the SPN for image forensics, named picture-to-identity linking. It consists of finding social network accounts possibly belonging to the author of a given 'probe' photo. The rationale behind this is that the author of the photo has likely used the same camera to take other pictures, and published them in his/her social network account. It is easily arguable that pictures taken with the same camera could also be found in social network pages of other persons e.g. friends of the author; even though, information on people linked with the target person may be conveniently used by investigators to narrow their search and ultimately infer the true identity of the target.
To the best of our knowledge, such a task has not yet been considered in the literature. Still, we believe picture-to-identity linking to be potentially useful in a variety of forensic cases, for example, finding the author of images with illicit content and cyber-bullying.
In some circumstances, another way to achieve the objective at hand is to use content-based image retrieval (CBIR) techniques to find social network accounts containing pictures 'visually similar' to the probe photo. CBIR techniques have been already exploited in forensic tasks [5] [6] [7] . The CBIR approach is in some way complementary to the usage of SPN. As an example, let the probe be a picture showing child abuse, taken indoors (e.g. in a living room, perhaps of the abuser's home). If legal pictures taken in the same location are found in a social network account, one could infer that the account's owner has a social link with the abuser, even if such pictures have been taken with another camera. Indeed, the CBIR approach is only effective when a similar scene can be found in the probe picture and in other pictures taken by the crime perpetrator (or by his/her close contacts), such as in the example above. In many other cases, an SPN-based search is preferable instead.
In this article, we extend [4] by combining SPN-based matching with image similarity. In addition, we: (i) provide more thorough experiments on two benchmark datasets of, respectively, 15 and 54 on-line identities (the first one was also used in [4] ), and evaluate the case when multiple probes are used for the search; (ii) assess the robustness of the approach when images have been altered (e.g. sharpening). The latter in particular is an interesting point of investigation, as image modifications might affect SPN as well.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we survey the previous work on digital camera fingerprinting and CBIR, with particular regard to their applications to forensics. We then formalise the task of picture-to-identity linking and describe our method in Section 3. Performance is experimentally assessed in Section 4, and conclusions and possible directions of future research are outlined in Section 5.
Digital camera fingerprinting
It is often possible to associate to a digital image various kinds of useful ancillary metadata. Examples are Exif data, image tags, text associated to the image (e.g. contained in the same web page) etc.
Exif metadata in particular, has received much attention by the community of investigators, since it stores useful information about the source device (e.g. brand and model). From a forensic viewpoint however, Exif information must be taken into account with particular care, as it is easily modifiable, for example, with ExifTool [http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/phil/exiftool/].
A more robust cue to identify the source camera is the noise left by the sensor [3] . Small imperfections and differences among the sensitive elements (pixels) result in a pattern of small pixel intensity variations that appear in the image. This noise, which is unique for a single sensor [3] , is commonly referred to either as SPN (e.g. in [2, 3, 8, 9] ) or as photon response non-uniformity (e.g. in [9, 10] ).
A great deal of research has been conducted in the field of digital camera fingerprinting, making use of SPN [2, 3, 8, 9] , interpolation artefacts caused by de-mosaicing filter [11] [12] [13] and JPEG compression [14] , traces of dust in the sensor [1] or lens aberrations [15, 16] , as possible fingerprints.
Out of these, artefacts produced by de-mosaicing and JPEG compression depend on the algorithms chosen by the manufacturer, and therefore are specific of the model (if not of an entire series of products), not of an individual camera. Dust traces affect devices with interchangeable lenses (e.g. reflex cameras), as particles of dust may enter inside the camera and deposit into the sensor when exchanging lenses. As such, they are a fingerprint of the single device, whose stability over time is however questionable (new dust particles may deposit in the sensor or the camera owner may have cleaned it). Regarding lens aberrations, they have been tested to a limited extent [15, 16] , and their actual potential is still to be explored.
SPN differs from the aforementioned techniques, as it exhibits the desired characteristics of uniqueness and stability. It has been used in various forensic tasks, for example: source device identification [2, 3, 8, 9, [17] [18] [19] [20] , forgery detection [9, 17, 18] , source device linking [18] and clustering [9] .
Most techniques extract the SPN by exploiting the model first proposed by the seminal work of Lukas et al. [3] . In this model, the SPN is an additive, high-frequency and low-power element noise added to P
where F is a de-noising filter, which should ideally extract non-noise (typically low-frequency) components of P. Usually, SPN extraction is carried out in a transformed domain, where it becomes easier to extract high-frequency components. Most papers use discrete wavelet transforms (DWT(·)) with Daubechies 8-tap base functions. In this case, (1) becomes
where n P denotes the SPN in the wavelet domain and F DWT refers to a de-noising filter in the wavelet domain. The usage of the Wiener de-noising filter has been proposed in [3] and then adopted in various articles [2, 8, 9, 17, 18, 20] . The interested reader is referred to [3] for additional details. Given two SPNs n P1 and n P2 (e.g. extracted from two different pictures P1 and P2), a common approach to evaluate their similarity [2, 3, 9, 20] is to compute the normalised cross-correlation (NCC), which is defined as
where n P1 and n P2 denote the means of n P1 and n P2 . The value of ρ(n P1 , n P2 ) measures the likelihood that P1 and P2 come from the same camera. In some cases, for example, if one or both images have been cropped, the extracted SPNs might be misaligned. In such situations, a better approach to match SPNs, as proposed by Goljan et al. [21] , is to evaluate the correlation on a range of possible shifts between the two images and take the maximum r(n P1 , n P2 ) = max
where s 1 and s 2 are the horizontal and vertical shifts and ρ(s 1 , s 2 ;n P1 , n P2 ) is the NCC between n P1 and n P2 when a shift (s 1 , s 2 ) is applied to n P2 . The similarity value between n P1 and n P2 is then defined as the peak to correlation energy (PCE) ratio, that is, the ratio betweenr(n P1 , n P2 ) and the average correlation (the reader is referred to [21] for further details). A number of other techniques have been proposed for extracting reliable SPN. Amerini et al. [10] analysed the performance of different noise models and relative de-noising filters, and demonstrated that when the noise model matches the intrinsic one of the image acquisition process used, performance can increase. Unfortunately, in the task at hand details on the acquisition process are typically unknown. To reduce the interpolation error caused by the colour filter array, Li and Li [9] decoupled the R, G, B channels, achieving a better performance at the expense of a higher computational complexity.
Approaches to reduce the computational complexity have been proposed as well, for example, in [22, 23] , respectively, by using SPN binary quantisation, and by exploiting a simplified version of the total variation based algorithm for image de-noising, that they named first step total variation.
Content-based image retrieval in digital image forensics
The term CBIR refers to the capability to retrieve, in a given database of images, those images visually similar to a given query image (in terms of overall appearance or of objects contained). CBIR is at present one of the most dynamic topics in computer vision [24] . In brief, CBIR techniques are based on the extraction of features from the query image (from simple colour histograms to shapes, textures and interest points) to form a descriptor of that image and of the content shown. This descriptor is then matched against the descriptors extracted from the images of the database, and the best matches are finally presented to the user. To refine results, various mechanisms of relevance feedback have also been proposed [25] , to help the user finding closer matches to his query.
CBIR systems are naturally sound for forensic investigations; as such, many authors studied their usage for forensic tasks. Wen and Yu [7] have used different descriptors (localised colour histograms, co-occurrence matrices and Gabor filters) to build up a CBIR-based media archive search tool for the management of databases of crime scene photos. A CBIR system called SIMPLIcity, which uses region-based descriptors encoding colour information (LUV histograms) and textures (wavelets) has been deployed by Chen et al. [5] to help investigators in examining large archives of photos to identify potential evidence. Brown et al. [26] defined a grammar for specifying CBIR queries to facilitate the description of arbitrary scenes, and implemented a CBIR system using different object detection systems and image descriptors. The same authors later defined the requirements and specifications of a 'forensic image mining system' [27] . The system uses support vector machines to detect objects and scenes using spatial or non-spatial constraints, and exploits the grammar of [26] for object description. The authors also use Bayesian networks to deal with information uncertainties.
In [28] , Heflin et al. proposed a method to retrieve images of people with a particular tattoo, scar or mark, found in an exemplar image of a target person. They developed specific methods for unconstrained tattoo segmentation and exploited histogram of oriented gradients and local binary patterns as features.
Picture-to-identity linking
Many social networks allow users to share pictures through their profile page. Some of them, such as Flickr and Ipernity, are mostly devoted at sharing photos. Indeed, from a forensic viewpoint, these personal accounts may offer useful information to investigators. Therefore the possibility of finding social accounts that belong to a certain person of interest is particularly valuable. Satta and Stirparo [4] proposed to exploit SPN to achieve this result. Despite many intrinsic challenges (differences in image sizes, cropping, resizing, compression and other image modifications that can degrade SPN), the task has been shown to be feasible.
From the perspective of a digital forensics practitioner, being able to track back a picture to its possible author is important in investigating several serious crimes. Here we mention two of them. † Cyber-bullying and defamation torts. Nowadays, many defamations are perpetrated on-line, often by posting pictures on social networks portraying the victim in embarrassing situations. Picture-to-identity linking can help to find an account of the possible creator of the defaming images. † Images showing illicit material. Picture-to-identity linking can serve as a precious aid for investigators to find social accounts possibly belonging to the producer of images that show illicit material or content, by using them as query.
In this article, we extend [4] by coupling SPN with the complementary criteria of 'visual similarity' of images. Such a combination can be effective, for example, when both the probe image, and photos shared on-line have been taken in the same environment (a living room and an hotel room). It is worth nothing that in other cases, SPN-based search makes more sense than image similarity. Consequently, in a combination of the two, the SPN should be weighted more so that only a close image similarity would contribute to the search.
Overview of the method
Picture-to-identity linking can be formalised as follows. Let P* be a probe image, and let us define I = {A i }, i = 1, m the set of m social network accounts A i that belong to on-line identity I. Let then I = {I j }, j = 1, …, k be a set of k candidates, each associated with a set of accounts I j . Picture-to-identity then becomes the task to find the identity I* which owns the account containing the image with the highest identity score S(P*, I) ( Fig. 1 )
Depending on the criterion used, S(P*, I) can be computed as † the maximum matching score s SPN between the SPN from P*, and the ones from each image of each account owned by identity I (as in [4] )
) † the maximum image similarity s CBIR between P*, and each image of each account owned by identity I S(P * , I) = max
In this work, the SPN similarity s SPN is computed either by means of NCC or PCE-ratio (see Section 2). The SPN itself is extracted by using the additive model of (2) and two denoising approaches: Wiener filter [3] and FSTV [23] (see Section 2.1). Regarding the image similarity s CBIR , we utilise four image descriptors † Colour histograms: We build a descriptor as a concatenation of 1D histograms of Hue, saturation, and value (HSV colour space [29] ), with, respectively, 24, 12 and 4 bins. The Value channel, which encodes the brightness, is sub-sampled to provide robustness to lighting changes. [When less bins are used for the V channel, small changes in brightness (e.g. because of different lighting conditions) will not affect the histogram (as a bigger range of brightness values will fall to the same histogram bin). Thus, the descriptor will have more robustness with respect to small lighting variations.] The image similarity of two descriptors h P1 and h P2 of two pictures P1 and P2 is then defined as the histogram interception
whose value lays in the [0, 1] if descriptors are normalised to sum to 1. † Scalable colour descriptors (SCD): Described in the MPEG-7 standard, the scalable colour descriptor [30] is a variation of the aforementioned colour histogram, which aims at encoding the same information with less bits. In particular, the histogram is transformed via a discrete Haar transformation, non-uniformly quantised and offset and the resulting array of values is finally sorted. Similarity between SCD descriptors is computed by (9 [31] , it combines colour and texture in a three-stage fuzzy logic system. The first is a fuzzy-linking HSV 10-bin histogram; the second incorporates Hue information, leading to a histogram of 24 bins; the third adds texture information from a block-based DWT, which further enlarges the resulting histogram to 192 bins (see [31] for further details). The distance between two descriptors h P1 and h P2 is evaluated by the Tanimoto coefficient [31] , which is bound into [0, 1] and defined as
It is worth noting that one could use content-specific techniques to search a particular object or pattern, for example, using object recognition. However, this requires an operator to manually select the object/pattern of interest. In this work, we limit our study to methods that do not require human intervention.
A simple yet effective rule to merge the two criteria is a linear combination of their scores [32] 
where α controls the importance of the two criteria, 0 < α < 1 and both scores should be defined in the same range (e.g. [0, 1]). This is the case of the score s CBIR of (9)- (10). Similarly, the score s SPN of (6) 
Experimental evaluation
In this Section, we present the results of an experimental evaluation of the proposed approach on two data-sets of images taken from social network accounts and personal blogs. Details on the datasets are given below, in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we describe the experimental protocol and show and comment on the obtained results.
Datasets
The first dataset is the same used in [4] , and consists of 2896 images, taken from publicly accessible (i.e. not restricted to friends only) social network accounts and/or personal blogs belonging to 15 different identities. Two accounts are associated to each identity. Table 1 reports number of images per each identity. Images vary in size and are mostly small (between roughly 500 and 1024 pixels wide), as most social networks (e.g. Facebook) scale uploaded images to a small size to better fit to the web page layout. Other social networks (e.g. Flickr) show low resolution previews and give the possibility to access to bigger versions of images. In these cases, we took the preview image only.
We refer to this dataset as SocialAccountsDB; According to the EU data protection regulatory framework, we do not distribute this dataset. Researchers interested in assessing their method with SocialAccountsDB can send us their software [Please contact riccardo.satta@jrc.ec.europa.eu.]; we will run it and report back on the performance.
The second corpus is made up of 7410 images, taken from 54 publicly accessible Flickr accounts, 45 of which have more than 100 images. In contrast with SocialAccountsDB, in this dataset each on-line identity is associated with one account only. Images belong to a different categories, from high-quality and artistic photos to vacation pictures taken with smartphones. Similarly as for SocialAccountsDB we downloaded only the preview images, which are from 500 to 640 pixels wide. We refer to this dataset as FlickrDB. We removed any link with the source accounts of the images; upon request, and subject to approval from the JRC, it is available for researchers willing to conduct further research.
It is worth to highlight that both data sets contain no information about the source camera of each photo. The only ground-truth information available is the attribution of each image to one of the on-line identities (15 in the case of SocialAccountsDB, 54 in the case of FlickrDB). According to Section 2, in the experimental evaluation a true match is found if the identity corresponding to the maximum identity score (5) matches the ground-truth label.
Experimental protocol and results
We designed two scenarios: (i) the case when one probe image is available (single-probe query scenario) and (ii) the case when M probes are available (many probes query scenario). Intuitively, using more probes should lead to better accuracy. Note that the M images may come from different cameras.
Experiments have been carried out as follows. In the 'single probe per query' scenario, one image is taken out from its source account, and used as the probe image P*; identities are then ranked with respect to the identity score. The procedure is repeated for each image of the dataset.
In the many probes per query scenario, M random images belonging from the same on-line identity are taken out from the dataset; identities are then ranked with respect to the maximum of the identity scores of the M probe images. The procedure is repeated 200 times per identity. These probe sets have been stored to allow anyone to replicate the experiment.
In both scenarios, the identity score is computed by means of (i) SPN similarity, (ii) visual image similarity and (iii) combination of the two, as explained in Section 3.1. The SPN was extracted from a window of 512 × 512 pixels taken from the centre of the image, where the SPN quality is higher [19, 20] . Before extracting the SPNs each image was rotated to landscape orientation and resized so that all long sides have the same length (2048 pixels), keeping the aspect-ratio. Resizing to a common size was necessary to make all images comparable; furthermore, any information on the original resolution was unavailable. The novel size was arbitrarily selected as twice the size of the largest image in SocialAccountsDB (1024 pixels). Linear interpolation was used for resizing. We point out that in principle, resizing modifies the SPN as well. However, if the new size is bigger than the original one, all SPN components are kept (even if slightly altered by interpolation artefacts), thus performance remain unchanged.
Concerning the parameters α and β of (8) and (12), which govern the relative weight of SPN and image similarity, they have been estimated in a preliminary experiment with a small dataset of images (none of which were part of SocialAccountsDB or FlickrDB) and set to α = 0.60 and β = 40.
Performance has been evaluated in terms of cumulative matching characteristics (CMC), a useful curve often used for assessing identification tasks, for example, in biometrics [33] . It shows the cumulative probability of finding the correct on-line identity within the first n ranks, once identities have been ranked with respect to the identity score. Legends of all figures also report area under the curve (AUC) values, as a scalar measure of performance. #1  241  #6  245  #11  293  #2  223  #7  203  #12  101  #3  164  #8  169  #13  204  #4  183  #9  119  #14  184  #5  110  #10  211  #15  293 For each social network account, the number of images is shown in brackets First, we evaluated the performance on SocialAccountsDB when the SPN criterion is used in the single probe per query scenario. Results are depicted in Fig. 2 , and show that the best performance is attained when Wiener filtering and PCE-ratio matching is used.
We then evaluated the performance when only image similarity is evaluated, using colour histograms, SCD, EHD and FCTH. The corresponding CMC curves are shown in Fig. 3 . The scenario considered is again the single probe per query. Colour histograms and FCTH attain practically the same performance. This most likely indicates that texture information has a low relevance when performing the task at hand, while colour information is much more useful. Note that the colour histogram is faster to compute. The other two descriptors, SCD and EHD, perform considerably worse.
Finally, we evaluated the performance attained when the two criteria of SPN and image similarity are used together. Regarding SPN, we used Wiener de-noising, since it performed better than FSTV and both NCC and PCE-ratio for matching. Regarding image similarity, we used colour histograms as they outperformed EHD and SCD and performed almost identical to FCTH. Results are shown in Figs. 4 and 6, respectively, in the 'single probe per query' scenario, and in the 'many probes per query' scenario with M = 2.
As an additional element for the reader to evaluate the performance, in Tables 2-4 we show the confusion matrices with regard to the first rank, that is, the number of probe images belonging to the on-line identity i classified as belonging to identity j in the single probe per query scenario. Tables 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to SPN similarity (PCE) and image similarity, whereas Table 4 refers to the combination of both criteria.
We repeated the same experiments in the FlickrDB data set, using Wiener filtering for SPN extraction, NCC for SPN matching and colour histograms for image similarity. We did not use PCE-ratio matching in this set of experiments, as it attains a similar performance to NCC while being a lot slower. Fig. 7 reports the CMC attained when using NCC for matching SPN signatures, in both the single probe per query scenario 3  7  3  4  3  9  1  3  2  0  #6  4  3  42  2  1  149  0  2  3  0  11  2  6  6  14  #7  13  9  2  0  5  2  72  15  6  3  21  5  11  10  28  #8  14  8  5  0  2  9  9  62  1 0  5  1 4  3  6  1 0  1 2  #9  14  1  4  0  9  4  9  15  32  2  1 2  2  4  8  3  # 1 0  4  2  1  0  1  1  0  3  1  190  1  0  1  0  6  #11  12  4  2  1  12  11  17  7  14  1  73  9  1 2  4  1 4  # 1 2  9  3  2  3  4  6  1  2  8  1  1 2  35  9  3  3  # 1 3  3  2  2  0  3  2  1  5  0  0  9  1  159  14  3  #14  39  13  9  0  4  3  5  8  2  0  5  3  14  50  29  #15  27  16  3  8  3  21  12  13  1  2  11  1  1 2, 3, 4) . Fig. 8 reports instead the CMC attained when using visual image similarity (single probe per query and many probes per query scenarios). Finally, Fig. 9 shows the performance obtained by combining NCC and colour histograms.
Results show that both (i) the combination of SPN with visual similarity and (ii) the usage of many images to perform a query, lead to a performance increase. In particular, accuracy at first rank exhibits a 10 and 20% increase (SocialAccountsDB and FlickrDB, respectively) for SPN + image similarity. For better clarity, we 
compare in Fig. 6 the best performance attained in the present work, with the best attained in [4] on SocialAccountsDB. Interestingly, image similarity performs better in the first ranks than SPN matching in the FlickrDB dataset for all values of M. To better compare the two approaches, their CMCs are both reported in Fig. 11 , for M = 4. Indeed, the CMC curve of NCC starts with a lower recognition rate; however, it then grows more rapidly. Notably, it reaches 0.90 at rank 20 and 0.99 at rank 32.
The first rank recognition rate attained in the SocialAccountsDB dataset reaches almost 70% when Wiener + PCE, image similarity, and two images per query are used. Such a performance is lower in the FlickrDB dataset (about 40%) because of the higher number of candidate accounts.
Finally, to test if using more than M = 4 query images lead to better results, we repeated the test of Fig. 9 (SPN and image similarity applied to FlickrDB) for varying values of M, and Fig. 10 . Interestingly, the performance seems to reach a limit over which adding more images to the query does not improve performance (which corresponds to M = 6 in the case of the combination of SPN and Image similarity). This is most probably because of the fact that using more images also increases the possibility of false matches.
It is worth highlighting that among the two methods (SPN and image similarity), SPN would ideally show the highest correlation for images coming from the same camera. Unfortunately, we could not quantitatively assess this assumption, as ground-truth information on the true source cameras was not available in the data sets used.
Discussion
Reported recognition rates rapidly increase as more ranks are considered; however, such a performance is obviously not high enough for utilising these results as evidence in court. Further research is necessary to overcome current limitations in this regard.
Instead, SPN can represent a very valuable source of information during the 'investigation' phase, during which multiple hypotheses are formulated and validated. According to the scientific method applied to the digital forensics methodology [34] , the investigation phase precedes the production of evidence and consists of the following steps: Picture-to-identity linking results can conveniently be used during (2) and (3), that is, the formation of the hypotheses and their evaluation. In particular, it can be exploited to narrow the set of suspect identities in which the investigators concentrate their efforts to ultimately identify the culprit. As individual pieces of digital evidence collected during (1) may have multiple interpretations, contextualising and confining this information is of great importance to reach a correct conclusion. In this respect, a ranked list of candidate identities can be valuable when other evidences lead to a pool of several people under suspicion.
For example, if law enforcers are not able to identify and seize cameras belonging to each of the suspects, images taken from their social network accounts could be used as a set of candidates to test against the probe picture, using the ranking technique proposed in this paper. Another scenario is when the investigator knows, from other trails, some characteristics related to the target person (e.g. nationality and ethnic group); accordingly, he/she can focus on a subset of the ranked list, according to the presence/ absence of such characteristics in the images. In all such cases, the proposed method would help to skim off the number of candidate identities related to the case.
Relationship with existing literature
It is important to correctly position the present work with respect to the existing work on digital image forensics, and in particular camera fingerprinting. To our best knowledge, this work represents the first attempt to formalise and perform the task of linking pictures to on-line identities. In addition to novelty, there are two notable differences with previous work.
First, the majority of previous research (see e.g. [2, 3, 8, 9, [17] [18] [19] [20] ) assume the availability of the cameras used to create the images, in particular to take good quality template pictures from where to extract reliable SPN profiles (i.e. images of a clean background to avoid artefacts). In contrast, this work is set in the (unfortunately) much more frequent situation in which such cameras are not at the disposal of the investigator, for example, because a sufficiently small list of suspects (and corresponding cameras) has not yet been established or existing evidence does not justify seizing cameras from suspects or the camera has been destroyed by the suspect.
Another important difference, which is because of the more realistic setting of the scenario at hand, is that the test images come from a totally unconstrained context, that is, they exhibit all sorts of modifications (resizing, cropping, post-processing, etc.) that one could expect in the real case of images coming from social networks. To the best of our knowledge, no one has considered such a challenging setting so far.
Impact on performance of image modifications
Images from social networks account may exhibit a wide range of modifications (e.g. contrast or brightness enhancement, sharpening or any other kind of post-processing). Most of these also alter the SPN; this is the main motivation why the task of picture-to-identity exhibits a lower performance than other task involving SPN, for example, source camera identification [3] .
To better understand the role of image modifications on performance, we systematically altered the images of SocialAccountsDB by applying, with the software GIMP [http:// www.gimp.org], the modification listed in Table 5 . We then measured the impact on performance in terms of AUC, which is shown in Fig. 12 . All the considered alterations impact performance, blurring and contrast enhancement being the worst cases. Interestingly, the behaviour of the performance of the three criteria seems correlated; the strongest modifications impact similarly to all of them. However, such impacts are not dramatic. Interestingly, sharpening seems to slightly improve performance, a fact that deserves a more thorough investigation in a future work. Performance of image similarity is less affected by modifications as they do not change drastically the visual appearance.
It is worth to point out that, in a realistic setting, alterations are performed 'before' images are uploaded to a social network. Instead, in these experiments, modifications are applied 'after' the upload, on the downloaded image. In addition, some images in SocialAccountsDB exhibit clear signs of modifications of various sorts, thus the alterations performed in this set of experiments are additional to the existing ones. Nevertheless, the results shown provide a good indication of how image alterations can affect performance.
Conclusions
In this work, we presented and thoroughly evaluated an approach for picture-to-identity linking, that is, finding social network accounts GIMP brightness, +50 GIMP contrast, +50 GIMP sharpen, +20 GIMP brightness, +20 GIMP contrast, +20 GIMP blur, +50 GIMP brightness, −50 GIMP contrast, −50 GIMP blur, +20
GIMP brightness, −20 GIMP contrast, −20 that belong to a certain person who took a given photo. We believe such a task to be useful for a number of forensic investigations, including finding producers of illicit images and cyber-bullying cases. We extended a previous work on the topic [4] in these respects: (i) combination of SPN-based matching with visual image similarity; (ii) a thorough experimental evaluation using two benchmark datasets of, respectively, 15 and 54 social network accounts, and evaluating the case when more than one probe is used for the search; (iii) an assessment of the robustness of the proposed approach to image modifications. Results show a robust improvement with respect to the previous work. Furthermore, they demonstrate that, while at present it is still not possible to prove a link between an image and an on-line identity with enough accuracy to be used in court, the proposed technique is valuable during the investigation phase. In particular, it can be useful in combination with other sources of information, to help reducing the range of suspects.
We see room for various directions of further research. First, SPN is only one of the possible camera fingerprints. Lens aberrations, dust traces and post-processing artefacts can all be combined with SPN to increase recognition accuracy. More complex CBIR techniques can be used as well, for example, by exploiting high-level semantic modelling of the scene [35] .
A second line of research is large scale performance. Indeed, picture-to-identity linking is only feasible with relatively few candidates, possibly selected via more traditional investigations. It is worth studying how the proposed method or its future enhancements would handle more candidates.
Finally, an interesting research topic is to study possible countermeasures to lower or eliminate the exploitability of camera fingerprints such as SPN. In particular, the feasibility of spoofing attacks for intentionally substituting or removing SPNs is an important matter of research, yet to the authors' best knowledge, has been overlooked so far in the literature.
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